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Release Date: October 13, 2017 

Updates:

• Removed time out feature to prevent software deactivation
• Pattern to Boundary updated so that keypad stays on screen
• Updated constant speed keypad
• Replaced user manual video links to direct to the specific videos
• Fixed Import iPatternStudio to correctly handle pattern names
• Fixed SAM checking by default if the pattern database failed to open
• Minor bug fixes and performance improvements


	To assist our users this is a list of known issues with Version 7.0.1
	Known Issue 2: A pattern that is dragged into the quilt group will show that it is selected. However, some functions that require a pattern be selected (Echo) will indicate that a pattern needs to be selected.
	Known Issue 5: If a pattern is selected in one of the three tabs and the tab field is expanded a dark heart will show over the selected pattern.
	Known Issue 6: In the Mirror function, if multiple patterns are selected the patterns will combine and the mirror process will not start.
	Known Issue 7: In Stand Alone Mode, using the text function could sometimes cause CreativeStudio 7.0 to shut down.
	Known Issue 8: With some PCs the help menu is not responsive when clicked thru the Help menu item.
	Known Issue 9: In E2E after setting up using ‘place two pins’ registration, sewing the first roll, then clicking Roll Quilt the message "Click Left Registration Mark" is missing. The keypad title shows "E2E CONTINUE - Registration Pins" with buttons O...
	Known Issue 11: If a user attempts to use the Oil Stitcher function while the Power Assist function is turned on an error message should appear but does not.
	Known Issue 12: When opening CreativeStudio 7.0, occasionally the database will not load and the user will receive a message that the computer is not genuine. Restarting CS7 will usually fix this issue, but it will automatically check Stand Alone Mode...
	Known Issue 13: On some stand alone PCs in CS the text is missing from the menus and icons. This issue is happening because Microsoft has made changes in Windows 10. This issue seems worse in PCs that have upgraded to 10. This issue can be reoccurring...
	Install Issue 1: CreativeStudio 7.0 requires a minimum of Windows 7.1. If you have Windows 7 installed, check your version by navigating to your start icon programs, right click ‘Computer,’ then click ‘Properties.’ In the Windows edition section check...
	Install Issue 2: CreativeStudio requires .NET framework 3.5 be preinstalled on your PC. To check, navigate to your start icon, in the ‘Run’ box type ‘optionalfeatures‘ this will bring up a list of Windows Features. There should be a check or solid box...



